
     CHAPTER 8 

HOW, WHEN, AND TO WHAT DEGREE WAS THE 

JEWISH-CHRISTIAN DEBATE TRANSFORMED IN 

THE TWELFTH AND THIRTEENTH CENTURIES?   

    David   Berger 

   Discussions of transformations—or lack thereof—in Jewish-Christian 

polemic in the High Middle Ages traditionally begin with refer-

ence to Amos Funkenstein’s 1968 article in  Zion, which then appeared in 

abridged form in  Viator and with various modif ications in his 1993 book, 

Perceptions of Jewish History. 1 Thus, in 1982, Jeremy Cohen set the stage 

for his own analysis by expressing reservations about Funkenstein’s thesis; 2

in 1996, the f irst paragraph of Daniel Lasker’s assessment of the twelfth 

century as a turning point in polemic addresses Funkenstein’s argument; 3

and Ora Limor’s recently published article 4 contrasting the Barcelona and 

Majorca disputations also begins with Funkenstein although the thrust of 

her concerns lies elsewhere. 

I cannot help but defer to the judgment of such distinguished scholars, 

and so I too will approach the question before us with initial reference to 

Funkenstein’s thesis. Funkenstein argued that old-fashioned polemics rest-

ing primarily on biblical proof-texts were joined in the twelfth century by 

works emphasizing unaided reason as a means of establishing the truth of 

Christianity. The prime text here is Anselm’s  Cur Deus Homo. This is not 

itself a polemical work, but Anselm probably inf luenced Gilbert Crispin 5 and 

may have had an impact on the polemic of Odo of Tournai (or Cambrai) on 

the incarnation 6 as well as the  Dialogus attributed to William of Champeaux. 7

In addition to the new emphasis on  ratio, says Funkenstein, we begin to 

encounter arguments based on the Talmud asserting that it is blasphemous 

and, more important, that it constitutes heresy—a set of diabolical Jewish 
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secrets. The primary evidence here comes from Peter the Venerable, 8

although Petrus Alfonsi’s citation of Talmudic anthropomorphisms has also 

been presented in John Tolan’s study as an assertion that it is a heretical 

work. 9 The other approach to the Talmud—to wit, its use to demonstrate the 

truth of Christianity—also makes its first appearance in the twelfth century 

in Alan of Lille’s  De Fide Catholica Contra Haereticos. 10

Some scholars, most notably Jeremy Cohen, have argued that the real 

watershed belongs in the thirteenth century. Needless to say, an assessment of 

continuity and change in thirteenth-century polemic depends on one’s eval-

uation of the depiction by Funkenstein and others of the Jewish-Christian 

debate in the twelfth. Moreover, as Lasker’s article emphasizes, assessing 

the impact of new Christian approaches requires an examination of Jewish 

works as well. On both counts, we need to recognize several methodological 

constraints. First, there is the elementary consideration that the boundary 

between centuries is arbitrary. If we see Petrus Alfonsi or Peter the Venerable 

as bearers of a significant new message with an uninterrupted history, we 

can surely speak of the twelfth century as the source and incubator of that 

message. Alan of Lille, on the other hand, wrote his relevant work between 

1185 and 1195; this, to be sure, is the twelfth century, but had he written 

in 1201, our periodization for the Christological use of the Talmud would 

hardly have changed. 

This point also bears on a second methodological concern associated with 

the paucity of sources. Alan’s use of the Talmudic assertion that the world 

will last 6,000 years—2,000 chaos, 2,000 Torah, and 2,000 the messianic 

age—introduced what was to become a central weapon in the Christian 

polemical arsenal, but this citation is the only example of such Christian 

utilization of the Talmud before the third quarter of the thirteenth century. 11

(I regard this use of the Talmud as considerably more striking than the few 

other allegedly similar citations that scholars have noted, and so I follow 

Funkenstein by placing it in a category of its own.) On the one hand, Alan’s 

lack of familiarity with the Talmud means that this argument had gained 

enough currency to have come to his attention through other channels; on 

the other, it is difficult to attribute great historical significance to a lone quo-

tation. Similarly, if the argument that the Talmud is a heretical, satanic work 

appears in Peter the Venerable and nowhere else (or hardly anywhere else), 

we can see the reference as the harbinger of future developments but not as 

an indication of a deep change or even as a key inf luence on the later phe-

nomenon. The more time that passes between the work in question and the 

later development, the more wary we must become about drawing a direct 

line between the two. And so we come to the paucity of Jewish polemics. 

Lasker had precisely two twelfth-century polemics to work with—Jacob b. 

Reuben’s  Mil ḥamot ha-Shem ( Wars of the Lord) and Joseph Kimhi’s  Sefer ha-

berit ( Book of the Covenant)—both written around 1170 in southern France. 

They are surely valuable in revealing aspects of polemical interchange in that 
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narrow time and space, but we must be careful not to extrapolate beyond the 

area that we can assess in a reasonably informed fashion. 

We shall eventually have to address issues that Funkenstein did not 

engage, but his typology serves as a convenient means of organizing the 

discussion. Let us begin, then, with the innovative Christian use of reason. 

There is no question that many twelfth-century Christian works are suffused 

with references to  ratio as a means of demonstrating Christian truth. Anna 

Sapir Abulafia has devoted the better part of an entire book to an exploration 

of this theme, arguing that some Christians—here again Peter the Venerable 

is the primary figure—had begun to question the degree to which Jews, 

who were after all impervious to reason, were fully human. 12 The rhetoric 

and even the substance of arguments from  ratio appear already in Crispin’s 

late eleventh-century work, and Lasker has noted that both twelfth-century 

Jewish polemics stress the resort to reason. 

Nonetheless, I believe that Gilbert Dahan was correct in a very brief 

passage in his work on Christian polemic against Judaism to note the 

non-philosophical nature of most of the arguments from reason in pre-

fourteenth-century works. 13 That the terminology of “reason” was some-

times invoked for purely Scriptural arguments did not escape the notice 

of Sapir Abulafia either and, in such cases, we must markedly discount its 

importance. Of course, the use of the term tells us something, but substance 

matters, to put the point moderately, at least as much as language. If we are 

to trust Bernhard Blumenkranz—and he certainly deserves the presumption 

of trustworthiness—the first person to assert explicitly that he was going to 

use an argument based on reason without recourse to Scripture was hardly 

an arch-rationalist. Peter Damian, writing as early as the mid- eleventh 

century, declared, “With the prophetic passages having been set forth, it 

pleases us to contend with you by reason alone.” 14 However, as I noted in 

my very first publication, the argument itself—that the interminable Jewish 

exile can be explained only by the sin of the crucifixion—was very far from 

novel and does not appeal to  ratio in any innovative sense. 15 When Avraham 

Grossman sought to provide an example of the new Christian emphasis 

on  ratio ( tevunah sikhletanit), he also fixed on the argument from the Jewish 

exile. 16 This striking choice of the very same point made by Damian serves 

to underscore the lack of novelty in many arguments labeled rational. 

The next level of  ratio is philosophical, but here again we need to be 

sensitive to the use to which such arguments are put. On quite rare occa-

sions, Christians maintained that a disputed doctrine could be demonstrated 

by reason alone, but, for the most part, philosophy was mobilized only to 

show that an apparently unreasonable doctrine is possible. To the degree that 

specific arguments of this sort appear for the first time in the twelfth or thir-

teenth century, the fact that they do not directly challenge Jewish belief does 

not diminish their novelty, but it does diminish their danger to Jews and, 

therefore, their ultimate significance. Moreover, some of these arguments 
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are, in fact, not novel but go back to the patristic age and are ref lected in 

philosophical discourse in the Islamic world preceding our period. 

If we look at the one late twelfth-century Jewish polemic that cites 

Christian philosophical contentions characterized as arguments based on 

“ sekhel,” we find that Jacob ben Reuben’s interlocutor does begin with a 

very strong declaration: “I will show you from the wisdom of the intellect 

that everyone with understanding should truly believe in the worship of 

the  trinity.” 17 The continuation, however, presents what Lasker has char-

acterized as an “image” of the trinity—to wit, a glowing coal consisting 

of matter, f ire, and f lame—and the argument ends in a fashion guaranteed 

to disappoint the expectations raised by the opening promise: “When you 

see this among one of the created entities, you are obligated not to express 

wonderment with respect to the Creator, for everything is in accordance 

with his will. Thus, I believe and strengthen myself in the worship of the 

trinity.” 18   

The next argument from reason alone reported by Jacob also proffers a 

strong assertion—that God recognized that the world cannot be saved with-

out His entering the womb of a woman who was and would remain a virgin. 

However, although Jacob provides a refutation, the contention is presented 

almost as an aside, and, in the final analysis, all the Christian argues is that it 

is possible for divinity to enter a womb without contamination. Following 

this, we are presented with various scenarios imagining a king’s forced or 

voluntary degradation, with the Christian maintaining and the Jew denying 

that some of them render the incarnation plausible, but once again (despite 

the longstanding availability of  Cur Deus Homo), there is no argument from 

reason that even purports to demonstrate that God in fact became or had to 

become man. 19

Thus—the  language of  ratio as distinct from  auctoritas or of  sekhel as 

distinct from  ketuvim appears and even becomes standard in some 

Christian works and in Jewish circles familiar with more sophisticated 

Christian polemics, but its polemical force leaves much to be desired. 

The Christian formula, we recall, was 100 years old by the time we get to 

Mil ḥamot  ha-Shem and  Sefer ha-berit. After all this time, it manifests itself 

in the former work in the relatively weak fashion that we have just exam-

ined. As to  Sefer ha-berit, Lasker notes that it uses the rhetoric of  sekhel

constantly but does not contain a section devoted to rational arguments; 

it surely presents no argument designed to provide a philosophical proof 

of the validity of a Christian doctrine. 

As I have already noted, the use of the term reason for Scriptural argu-

ments is, from a substantive perspective, window dressing, even if it is reveal-

ing window dressing. Arguments for the christological interpretation of 

biblical verses are arguments from  auctoritas par excellence, and they do not 

change one whit if they are described as so compelling that any reasonable 
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person will be persuaded by them. It is true that such an assertion can lead 

to a more hostile perception of the unreasonable Jew, which is manifestly 

a matter of deep seriousness, but the consequences do not follow from any 

innovation in the argumentation itself. 

In the thirteenth century, by far the most sophisticated philosophical 

polemic by a Jew was that of Moses of Salerno. The twenty pages of the 

printed edition consist almost entirely of Jewish arguments directed against 

fundamental Christian doctrines as well as refutations of Christian responses 

to those arguments. At one point, Moses says clearly that he does not need 

to deal with efforts at affirmative demonstration of the doctrines in ques-

tion. “It is known,” he writes, “that Christians have no proof for the unity 

of the threefold God other than the analogies with the sun, fire, and the 

soul.” 20 Toward the very end, however, we finally encounter one argument 

that actually attempts a philosophical demonstration of a Christian doctrine. 

Since God can be shown to be intellect, one who engages in intellection, 

and the object of intellection, he is thus triune (pp. xviii–xix). 21 Setting aside 

this exceptional argument, and keeping in mind the unusually philosophi-

cal character of Moses’ polemic, we can assert with some confidence that 

ratio in the strong, philosophical sense did not pose a major threat to Jews in 

the twelfth or thirteenth centuries. To a significant degree, Aquinas’s posi-

tion—noted by Funkenstein—that the mysteries of the faith can be shown 

to be consistent with reason but not demonstrable by reason underscored the 

Jewish advantage in this portion of the polemical arena and helped to under-

mine further the already meager efforts to provide such demonstrations. At 

the same time, there is no denying that Jewish self-confidence was greatly 

reinforced by the conviction that Christian beliefs were logically indefen-

sible, and from that perspective, arguments that they were in fact within the 

realm of possibility decidedly mattered. 

In thirteenth-century France, we have two major polemical works: Meir 

of Narbonne’s  Mil ḥemet mitsvah ( Religious War) in the South 22 and  Sefer Yosef 

ha-Mekann  é  ( The Book of Joseph the Zealous) in the North. 23 As we might 

expect, the former contains some philosophical material, but the latter 

does not; neither does the  Nitsahon Vetus ( Nitsa ḥon yashan,  The Older Book 

of Polemic), the other major polemic from the Ashkenazic orbit, in this case 

from Ashkenaz proper, 24 nor—with one exception—does the material in 

Rome manuscript 53, a m é lange of Ashkenazic polemic. This characteristic 

underscores the point about geography and culture rather than periodiza-

tion. Not only do these works not utilize or react to  ratio in the strong sense; 

they do not even use the rhetoric of  ratio. Whatever importance we may wish 

to ascribe to arguments from reason, we must keep in mind their restriction 

to limited cultural contexts. 25

Such context is relevant to another consideration as well.  Mil ḥamot 

ha-Shem and  Sefer ha-berit are relatively restrained in their characterization 
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of Christianity and Christians.  Sefer Yosef ha-Mekanné and the  Nitsahon Vetus

are not. If we confined our attention to the polemical genre alone, we would 

be tempted to say that the thirteenth century gave birth to the use of pro-

foundly insulting rhetoric or at least that polemic was transformed in that 

century by its utilization of such rhetoric. But it is obvious that the thirteenth 

century has nothing to do with this development, which is found in  northern 

Europe almost from time immemorial. It is the product of a culture, not 

of a century or a genre. Once Ashkenazic Jews began writing polemical 

works—which happened in the thirteenth century—they naturally incorpo-

rated the tone that marked their discourse about Christianity in the eleventh 

and twelfth.  26

While it is hardly necessary to demonstrate this, I point out a remark-

ably uninformed passage in the prefatory section added by Funkenstein to 

the version of his article published in  Perceptions of Jewish History. 27 Here, he 

recognizes the existence of such rhetoric as a characteristic of Ashkenazic 

popular culture but inexplicably maintains that it is not to be found in for-

mal polemics. By the time Funkenstein’s book appeared, convenient editions 

of  Sefer Yosef ha-Mekann  é  and the  Nitsahon Vetus had long been available. 

Nonetheless, here is what we are told: 

Religious polemics . . . hardly ref lects . . . the whole gamut of attitudes of one 

religion towards the other. For one thing, the written treatises seldom ref lect 

the situations and arguments of a live altercation. And then, written polem-

ics focuses, overemphasizes dogmatic issues; it tends to ref lect the norma-

tive, official stand of each camp. Officially, as we shall see, both Judaism and 

Christianity developed a doctrine of relative tolerance towards each other. 

Judaism (in Christian terms) was to remain as a testimony to the veracity of 

Christianity until the end of days. Christianity (in Jewish terms) was eventu-

ally classif ied as a monotheistic religion of sorts—at least removed from the 

category of idolatry. How different though were the less official voices! The 

very language of the  tossafists (sic) deciding that Christians are not idolatrous 

testif ies to the rift between reason and sentiment: “As to today’s idolaters, we 

hold it that they do not worship idolatry.”   28   

An entire semantics of hatred towards each other was part of the everyday 

attitude that seldom comes to the fore in the stylized polemical tracts. 29 Nor 

does it ref lect the considerable fascination of each to the other. 

Then, in a postscript to the article, he recapitulates the key assertions in 

this passage: “From the twelfth century onwards, the legal and philosophi-

cal classification of Christianity as a monotheistic religion prevailed. But 

the gap between the normative position and the popular sentiment was 

considerable.” 30

I begin my comments with an aside: The Tosafists did not write the word 

“idolaters” (‘ akum) in the sentence “As to today’s idolaters, we hold it that they 

do not worship idolatry.” The term  ‘akum is an artifact of later censorship. 
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The Tosafists surely wrote that today’s  gentiles do not worship idolatry, so that 

“the rift between reason and sentiment” disappears, at least in this passage. 

As to more critical matters, the Tosafists are no less “official” than whatever 

works Funkenstein had in mind. Indeed, since “Judaism” never “officially” 

removed Christianity from the category of idolatry, surely not in the Middle 

Ages, it is difficult to imagine to what works he was alluding. The legal 

and philosophical classification of Christianity affirmed by Funkenstein did 

not “prevail” and can by no means be characterized as normative. 31 And, of 

course, the “semantics of hatred” comes very much to the fore in the “styl-

ized polemical tracts” of Ashkenaz that Funkenstein appears not to have 

read. But to return to our concerns, the material to which he points under-

scores the fact that the presence of invective in thirteenth-century polemic 

has little to do with the polemical genre and nothing to do with the thir-

teenth century. 

Ashkenazic culture is also a critical factor in matters that go beyond the 

virtual absence of philosophy and the presence of vitriol. There is an aggres-

siveness that appears to invite confrontation. Polemical works are not struc-

tured with care once the biblical order—whether of the Hebrew Bible or 

the New Testament—ceases to govern. This was a culture attuned—often 

brilliantly—to ad hoc exegesis and analysis; it was not suited to architectonic 

literary composition. This exegetical bent may also be responsible for one of 

the important contributions of thirteenth-century northern polemics—to 

wit, a major expansion of the Jewish critique of the New Testament. Unlike 

the later work of Profiat Duran, the Ashkenazic critique is unsystematic and 

does not strive for overall coherence, but it is marked by the sharp apercus 

and sensitivity to contradiction that one expects of the bearers of this culture. 

Thus, as I have argued elsewhere, approaches to Jesus himself are a m é lange 

of whatever points appear useful in a particular context with little or no 

effort to establish a coherent picture. 32

And so we turn to the Talmud, where something critically important 

decidedly took place in the thirteenth century. Nicholas Donin’s attack on 

the Talmud came almost a century after the attack by Peter the Venerable. 

Donin appears to have known the Talmud well and there is no evidence of 

his reliance on the earlier work. While I have doubts about the impact that 

the “Talmud as other law” argument had on the actual treatment of Jews 

in the thirteenth century, I am convinced by Jeremy Cohen’s thesis that 

it was Donin’s intention to undermine the toleration of Jews through the 

use of that argument—to wit, that the Jews are not really governed by the 

Hebrew Bible and, therefore, do not serve as witnesses to its authenticity. 

Others have emphasized Donin’s assertion that the Talmud contains blas-

phemies against Jesus as well as R. Ye ḥi’el’s proposal that the Jesus of the 

Talmud is not the Jesus of Christianity. But I am inclined to think that the 

most dangerous argument of all was Donin’s collection of Talmudic laws that 

discriminate against gentiles. Here the assertion that  aggadah is not binding 
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accomplished nothing, so the Jews responded—both in Paris and later in 

southern Europe—by affirming that Christians have a legal status different 

from that of the gentiles of the Talmud, who were, of course, ancient pagans. 

For Ashkenazic Jews, these assertions were never internalized to the point 

of concluding that Christianity is not  ‘avodah zarah, but it is likely that they 

ultimately had some effect on the classification of Christians in Jewish law. 

At this point, we come to the second and final public disputation in 

thirteenth-century France, where Pablo Christiani of Barcelona fame made

another appearance. 33 This article does not analyze the Barcelona disputa-

tion precisely because its significance is so well known and it has been so 

thoroughly studied and debated that the departure that it represents can be 

taken for granted. 34 In a word, Pablo is known for his introduction of a dif-

ferent approach to the Talmud—the one adumbrated in Alan of Lille’s cita-

tion about the threefold division of history—that uses it to prove the truth of 

Christianity. In Barcelona, Pablo neither articulated a hostile attitude toward 

the Talmud, nor did he argue for a revocation of the toleration of Jews. In 

Paris, however, he is depicted as asserting that he will prove that Jews are 

without faith just like the  Bougres and are deserving of destruction. Cohen, 

who had argued that even in Barcelona Pablo saw the Talmud as a book 

that deviates from biblical religion and has no legitimate place in Christian 

society, naturally saw the discovery of the manuscript of the second Paris 

disputation as vindication, although he does concede that Pablo’s attitude 

could have undergone some development between 1263 and 1270. 35 There 

is no question in my mind that Pablo never had a positive evaluation of the 

Talmud, but there does appear to be significant development, certainly on 

the rhetorical level and, probably, even in substance. 

Two explanations for this change come to mind. If we see the change 

as rhetorical, then it may result from the fact that James I of Aragon was 

not likely to have been receptive to calls for the destruction of the Jews; 

the thirteenth-century French monarchy was rather different. If we see it 

as substantive, it may well result from the radicalization engendered by fail-

ure to achieve the intended objective at Barcelona and even the bitterness 

engendered by this failure. Since I have argued for the general accuracy of 

Na ḥmanides’ account of his disputation and, therefore, for his relative success 

in def lecting—temporarily to be sure—the impact of Pablo’s efforts, I am 

entitled to make this argument more readily than those who are skeptical. 36

In any event, when Pablo says that he will prove that Jews have no faith, he 

may mean, as Cohen understands him, that the Talmud is a heretical work, 

but he may also mean that since the Jews do not believe what he will prove 

is taught in their own sacred works—whether the Bible or the Talmud—it 

follows that they believe in nothing at all. 

It is of no small interest that the Jewish protagonist R. Abraham ben 

Samuel sees Pablo’s attack on the Jews’ “Torah,” which here means Talmud, 

as a continuation of Donin’s although the content of the argumentation is 
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very different. It is of great interest indeed—and of considerable historical 

importance—that he sees the long-term result of the Paris disputation as the 

discrediting of Donin despite the fact that its immediate result was the burn-

ing of the Talmud:

There was a heretic in the time of R. Ye ḥi’el about twenty years ago who 

chattered and collected the  aggadot and the story of Jesus and all his stench and 

sought to destroy our entire remnant. At the end of the affair, you perceived 

in light of the rabbi’s words that there was no substance to the assertions of 

the heretic, and he was vanquished. He was fearful and provided no further 

answers. Thus, you should have honored precedent and reviled this heretic 

whose words are of no use. The little finger of the first heretic was thicker 

than the loins of this one (cf. I Kings 12:10), who would not have been valued 

in comparison to his predecessor as the skin of garlic, for all his days he has not 

understood anything properly. 37

Although such an assertion was in R. Abraham’s interest, it would have been 

bereft of credibility if French Jewry did not feel that in the long run the 

Talmud had been protected. This passage allows us to conclude with a high

degree of confidence that, approximately one generation after the first Paris 

disputation and the subsequent burning of the Talmud and related works, 

the availability of such works in France was sufficient to enable the rabbinic 

leadership to see the outcome of the disputation as a Jewish victory. Thus, the 

oft-expressed speculation that the relative decline in French Jewry’s leading 

role in the rabbinic constellation of Ashkenazic Jewry resulted from a short-

age of books stemming from the events of the early 1240s appears implausi-

ble. 38 Moreover, for all the long-term dangers of the attack on the Talmud, 

it is striking that the encyclopedic  Nitsahon Vetus contains precisely one para-

graph—the very last one in the book—on the subject, 39 Meir of Narbonne’s 

work also contains a single discussion (once again at the end), 40 and  Sefer Yosef 

ha-Mekann  é  contains nothing at all. 

There is much more to be said about the second Paris disputation. A very 

brief comment by R. Ye ḥi’el marginalizing  aggadah41—perhaps unexpected 

in an Ashkenazic work—is echoed by R. Abraham. Despite the precedent 

in the earlier disputation, the language here is striking to the point where it 

would elicit surprise even if it came from a philosophically oriented Spanish 

or Provencal Jew: “This Friar Paul has come to bring proofs to us on the 

strength of the  aggadah, which contains neither Torah not fear [of God] and 

in many places was formulated only to attract the hearts of the people in 

accordance with the meaning of biblical verses, just as your archpriest Jerome 

did for you.” 42 A remark by R. Moses Taku in a very different context dis-

tinguishing the authoritative  aggadot of the Babylonian Talmud from those in 

other collections also reappears, as R. Abraham chastises Pablo for “setting 

aside the Talmud and bringing us proofs from  midresh é  aggadah—even though 

they too will do you no good.” 43
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Alan of Lille’s talmudic passage about the ages of chaos, Torah, and 

the Messiah appears at the very end. 44 As I noted in a recent article, this 

placement helps explain the otherwise puzzling absence of that passage 

from the Barcelona disputation. The assertion that the world would last 

6,000 years—2,000 chaos, 2,000 Torah, and 2,000 the messianic age— 

purportedly confirmed two crucial Christian contentions: that the Messiah 

has already come, and that the messianic age will not be (or is not) an age of 

Torah. Thus, it could have been used at Barcelona to support the Christian 

position regarding the first item on the agenda (whether or not the Messiah 

has already come), but it is overwhelmingly likely that Pablo was saving it, 

as he did in Paris, for the final item (“that the laws and ceremonials ceased 

and should have ceased after the advent of the . . . Messiah”). But because the 

Barcelona disputation was cut short, that f inal topic was never discussed. 45   

Finally, in light of the argument that I made many years ago that 

twelfth-century Christians were not committed to a serious missionary 

effort aimed at Jews, 46 Pablo’s activities in both Spain and France ref lect a 

very different reality. That this disputation ref lects a missionary and not 

just a persecutory objective is evident from the following passage about 

royal intentions:

This is what the king commanded us: Whenever Paul the heretic wants to 

debate with you, you must all gather, old and young. Perhaps there is among 

you an individual who will understand his responses and his proofs and will 

decide to turn to the Torah of Jesus, and I will thus take from you “one from 

a city and two from a family” ( Jeremiah 3:14). 47     

Since the literary—not merely polemical—output of northern European 

Jewry was largely interrupted by expulsion and other forms of persecu-

tion in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth century, the reaction of this 

Jewry to the Christian use of the Talmud was never fully developed. No less 

important, northern Christians did not develop that approach to a point that 

exploited its full potential. What that potential was became all too clear in 

late medieval Spain. 
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